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Governing Council of the Cat Fancy of Ireland
16th February 2020
Judge Sandra Woodley
Huge thanks to Ronnie Carmel and their teams for the invite to judge and their huge
hospitality during my stay. Not a big entry but a quality one so I had a lovely day. Thanks
also to my steward (sorry I didn’t get your name) but it was his first time and he did a
sterling job.
AV Debutante Adult
1 Dealys KOLINGA ELENA (BSH a) 06/04/19 F
Very pretty girl who is just an adult. She has a well muscled cobby body with a short level
back and broad, deep chest and stands on short strong well boned legs with large round
paws. Her tail is thick at the base of medium length tail has a rounded tip. Lovely balance to
her broad apple shaped head that has lovely chubby cheeks, a strong rounded muzzle and
well set small neat ears that follow the rounded contours if her head. She has super large
round well opened copper eyes that are set well apart giving her a lovely open expression.
In profile pleasing depth to head and a rounded brow with a short straight nose and a deep
level chin and level bite Her coat is short and dense but a little soft at the moment and is a
mid blue. An absolute sweetheart who was a joy to handle
Breeders New Foreign Kitten
1 Dovainienes SPHYNXARMY GUGA LE MAGNIFIQUE (SPH n) 20/10/19 M
Not quite 4 months old but showing like a veteran. I loved his type and poise, he has a well
structured body of medium length that feels firm and muscular with a nicely rounded rump
and stands tall on slender elegant legs that end in neat oval paws with long toes with thick
well padded pads and a long prehensile tail that is nicely shaped and balances his body. His
head shows a beautifully balanced modified wedge with rounded contours with prominent
cheek bones and a broad rounded muzzle with well pronounced whisker pads and good
width between his super large ears that are set on a broad base giving him a nice alert look.
In profile he has a pleasing rounded skull with a flat forehead, and very slight stop to his
straight nose. His eyes are large rounded lemon shaped and are set wide apart with a slight
oriental slant giving him the sweetest expression. He is covered in a very fine soft down still
having some guard hairs across his back with a thicker covering on his muzzle and the backs
of his ears with a lovely wrinkled brow. A huge character in a small body who is a real time
waster with the loudest purr!!
Breeders Adult
1 Lenihans COOKAMISTA THE SOUND OF MUSIC (ASH b 25) 13/05/19 F
Just old enough to be in this class and looking a bit like a big kitten. She has a weighty
muscular elegant body and stands tall on slender limbs that finish in neat oval paws, with
balancing length to her well shaped tail. Her needs time to mature and develop0 but shows
promise and has a gently rounded top to her head between well spaced correctly shaped
large ears that have a broad base and rounded tips and are set with a slight forward tilt their
outer line following the outline of her wedge. In profile she has reasonable depth to her
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head and a nicely rounded brow with a fair break to her short straight nose that is in a
straight vertical plane to her firm level chin is firm. Her wedge is short and fairly broad and
just shows a slight whisker pinch. She has large lustrous yellow eyes that have very good
shape and set with the top line slanting towards the nose and a fuller more rounded lower
lid, set wide apart giving a lovely Asian expression. Her coat is quite short and lays well with
a pleasing shine and shows cool chocolate ticking on a pale ivory base, she has attractive
tabby markings to her face with an M on her forehead, pale spectacles with dark brown
mascara, pencilling to cheeks, broken necklace and solid tip to tail. I wondered whether she
was actually brown and not chocolate as although her coat markings a pale they are a little
cool and she has deep dark brown paw pads. A shy girl who wasn’t showing herself to her
best but still allowed me to handle her.
AV 6 – 9 months kitten
1 Duffys LUXDON TIGERLILLY (SBI n 21) 04/06/19 F
Adorable baby girl of just 8 months who came out the pen already showing off her gloves
and gauntlets. She has a beautifully balanced body that is of good weight and stands on
proportionate legs with short rounded paws and balancing length to her well furnished tail.
She has a lovely strong well rounded head with lovely rounded cheeks with a strong muzzle
and chin. Her medium sized ears are that well set with good width between them. Her
eyes are large and a mid blue in colour with a really sweet feminine expression. In profile
shows a slight dip to her medium length nose. Super texture to her pale off white coat with
very good contrast to her tabby markings. She has evenly matched white mittens with white
socks covering the whole of her rear paws with gauntlets tapering up the back of the leg
ending just below the point of the hock. It was a pleasure to judge this sweet gentle girl.
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